Student Study Spaces in the Coates Library (Full)

[00:00:00] [Beginning of Recorded Material]

Music plays

Onscreen text appears over gray-black pointillist background and reads: What’s Your Favorite Study Spot in the Library?

Fade to close-up shot of two individuals sitting at a table and studying.

Onscreen text reads: Special Collections

Footage transitions to a shot of tables with multiple individuals sitting at the tables and studying.

Onscreen text reads: 2nd Floor Quiet Area

Footage transitions to a close-up shot of an individual studying with a laptop at a table.

Footage transitions to a shot of multiple of individuals sitting around a circular table and studying.

Onscreen text reads: 3rd Floor

Footage transitions to a close-up shot of an individual on a couch.

Mary Margaret Herring: This year I’ve kind of found the little corner tables by the windows up in the 4th floor. [00:00:30] I really like studying there.

Footage transitions to a close-up shot of two individuals studying at a table in a corner in front of windows.

Onscreen text reads: Corner Study Area

Footage transitions to a shot of an individual studying at a table in a corner in front of windows.

Footage transitions to a shot of looking through a window of an individual standing before a whiteboard inside of a small room.

Onscreen text reads: Study Rooms

Footage transitions to a shot of looking through a window of two individuals sitting at a table inside a small room and studying.
Footage transitions to a shot of looking through an open doorway of an individual sitting at a table inside a small room and studying.

Aubrey Parke: I say that Starbucks was my birthday gift from Trinity because it actually opened on my birthday so now I study there a lot also. It makes me feel like I'm in a coffee shop.

Footage transitions to a wide shot of a Starbucks coffee shop.

Onscreen text reads: Starbucks [00:01:00]

Footage transitions to a close-up shot of an individual sitting at a table and studying.

Footage fades to gray-black pointillist background.

Onscreen text reads: Come Find Your Perfect Study Spot

Footage fades to black background.

Onscreen text reads: Coates Library Trinity University

Black background remains.

Onscreen text reads: Music By: Bensound https://www.bensound.com

Music fades out and screen fades to black. End.

[00:01:20] [End of Recorded Material]